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CALIPARI TO HEAD THE'CATS

Former Memphis Head Coach John Calipari
jumped ship in Memphis to take a whopping I
eight year, $31;65 million offer from the,|
University^^yKentucky, making him the
highest ' R ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c college basketball;.
according to Sl.com.-Calipari went 13pi1;4'is
over the last four years and led the Tigers to .
four-straight Sweet 16 appearances.
' »

EARTHQUAKE

i||||||raP Italy awoke to a 5.8 magnitude
' earthquake that killed 91, injured 1,500 and
||l|&£h£>usands more homeless, according
to the Associated Press. The earthquake hit
^^MlaSand the surrounding towns in the
S I ^ S ^ ^ ^ M ^ y - region, destroying;• and(
^amaging severaljAhjaonic buildings in the

»

THREE MASS SHOOTINGS

^gjKte^B^g[e v were executed Friday, after
^fep^^se/immigran®m|r!^\/6"'dng;went on
|^^h®o{irig rampagevat^h^Mmlrican Civic
?^|«p^^^rM^Bingha;mtdh^^^pGc'ordingto
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ i c e | d b ^ T o t Icnow the reason"for
S p l ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ i t - . V b o n g had recently lost his

Unles^HSBiTave been^'exp^ted," c o m m e n c e m e r j : ^ f t 6 ^ S ]g|j||e..you
with "clear e y l S . for your future,,aft^fen address frorfi§8$n Stein.
ACADEMIC
FREEDOM^

.

I n a scene from Expelftfcf 7 ~\
No •In^elli^ente. ftllq^ed,"
Pen..-Stein • exploYes'&tKe
ne,ed. for freedomSinjShe
classroom',' -1",

Richard, RQw^s'kji^f^nd^k^^three police
offife^wlfo wefe'resppndmg to a domestic
disturbant^ySir^in^Rit'^|tira;V'' Saturday,
accordin||^^B|^f^^Frikn.ds^f:Poplawski
^ a l d ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c q ^ e ^ n e d with losip'gVhjsf
J f ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ p r n ^ h ' & l I e d himself Saturday
after- fata'll^fe&M^^sVfive children when
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P m ^ t h a U s f e ^ ' ^ r e ^ a v i n g him,
:
^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ k h e | , ^ | ^ ^ a Press.
^UNEMPLOYMENT BOOMS
in\tna;U S^'^^y^ariv\aii^h\prkh^ecof(i\n'g'
^o'tfie'Ays'o'ciated P|es 'lvfofefnan»J^*mjJliio^n
AmeriGans^arefajrrJj^^SbleJs/'atGS'untingr
f
>ror^5;pe1xWt^s1fhe^opftlatip1i*' *,

^f^l^DJ^WMTCN Kt r Sfe E Sb T P R 3 alt^iivfj^i fawheij^

n

Miheli

~ Mandi Forth
NEWS REPORTER

For one week, the SGA candidates debated,
- handed oullfeeirs: and spent time with students
" trying to encourage the student body.to vote. When
the voting was over, junior Mart Mihelic won the
flection for President of the Student Government
Association (SGA), with Melinda Zosh securing
vice president of student, affairs and Taylor Webb
vice president of student services.,
"This campaign was exciting" SGA senator
Jaden Horyn said. "Weeks of planning led to this,
and to see the droves of people flood to Matt
Mihelic told us our campaign message resonated
with the student body."
Mihelic has been accumulating leadership
experience since his middle school days where he
led a choir group, he then went on to serve on several
different youth ministries and held an SGA position
when he was at the University of Tennessee. Before
he won the election, he was serving as a.student
senator, chair of the spiritual life committee and
doing some work on the budget committee for
.' Liberty's SGA. Now that he is president of SGA,
I Mihelic says that one of thefirstthings he1 plans on
doing is taking a long nap.
"This week has been absolutely awesome with
all the activism and support offriends new and old,"
Mihelic said. "1 am extremely grateful and humbled
by being chosen to represent the student voice.
Liberty truly is a wonderful place with amazing
people."

^^^^^b^^^^^^^^^^^ffi'jStein despite;
s l ^ | d l f | f ^ | ^ E ^ e ^ , " a V i ^-itli^^irfe""
JjAfp.eJi V'.KCOI^I 1 ngrtiJ'Tis Kp'gYiVhV .lflB^ii^^ftoju^
^^^m^^^^p^je&^^^pe^'m^i^
wWtlKe.Jist or •Sieiii^*Jil«t\QiiSitv*v\Slcn^KeneJ*
8
••'^B^filf^e lr'^pm'ing^ti^ inclose*;, u^uii*hc~btc'{mJ "i sptech\\i3.ei *nd rl,m\Vi/ tin ^^m^i.vM^es'tuivarSjS^Ke'P^ia^
jpohfeil^gLriLlasp^^Ljoni. itti.nlioii*indinspect' *"
l\j|lffiid%0\rfe™
_ - •\\fi&rwiic\/C\ iJIjjSc aLMcjS^ktn^ffl °M^1<9 ^aVcoirding 'tliqftogi iph\ 'HtsHHwiUo' J -'^ m ^ M ^ t l l i i O p ' ^ ^ r i ' h k e l ^
.tasselsanUtps^^^^^ffiexu^^^fefigraduation. ^K^^'scolumnist foi the Ii>siAngele7Hi.fjliJ ":"t)3^LiltMiB;uSt'^fJ,'Wieii^gh^no^r^utp^^ careersExa^^^^^^^Hitoria! luitei icn'i'til^lSAall VieeP iafrar^s.&a^e'p^e3^feecQgruze it, and tombaMM
id.
ready for gradj^^^^^@irig»with theselectiofi of.
i.Steins^ii^^Steer extends be"\oij^fI!g!»\c{rJN <st} Libert)^'tuderiMT:^tj^S^ec.i[ to be.aligifc.j^
fhe comrn£rl^^^^^^^ero&j.j^|
-,• ?#\e,diss o k 6 i ) ^ ^ ^ t j | ^ ^ ^ . r I w i l l Be Ben' rasreolurrrfjS^^Kifo over 3.0 bo^^^mlch consist^^^^KiveHs "optimistic tiutlobk on the. ^cbopl^S
gj©'6mr,fiction and non-fiction'.'j^^p^r^^ira IXS-^Elil^i11^feiLe^in^tSKiiV*5 *1
t\wrk^v$e&i^
^ monthsygT' tviffiUIJKRil -0 pu^pcclru^j^kei s,~; L^i^Kc^He^lso^uuTofed >.eTen|iip\ck ithi«.h * u 1 tli"hi*• "ftpAe o'yiusedutThSffwJrcni'in3"f,think v
^heJs~.go^^^Samr^^^^C%epwr^^^ Hampton
* ^ ^ h t K ^ t t f e ^ ^ ^ y p l ^ ' ^ w i ^ T O e J o p & r J ^ l^^^^^ourifl^^ffLps Angeles i, _'
\ uH^il&rfk JfLy Jit&lijient'.''|Tisf knowlum;Vs tht „"
pPrf|0r|||S^
^'jig^ftiaKpol'espej^us* •\*
same
'j^ilJA^ll? final •'JAIM6IIIIA\'IS', bisiM ,'OII.;V^3M J\ | | | | | | p j j ^ f o i hisvn.cupition"s in^towHt i£nVsfi tett^^^M^^^^^R^^^^^^thfe'
widely known.fbrjhis appearance j^^SffiJearTiyes'' &aJu^^^St^^tod&^^pvill-be a great speaker."
commercials. His rolein Ferris Buellei'ts;Riv\itf)fi>e; . Althougl^^Maehts are eager|t^^&from Stein,
l^^^pK^e .played"' the.' unenthusiastit ceon'o^ic?,1i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c t h e opportunitytoinclude their
ohlk'defo^on -,*1tb*f'•>« v\f
\
teacher and spoke thei^^^^^^^®fr:"BTieller? jve^^^^^KISrnmercial
J
|jlU£ISniiit\ Virflt^ii)it\"> \uri* Veit,jmtuimtnnl ,.-. Bueller?;:'.,:.:Bueller?" helpedS^^Bj^uish him j^j^^^OTpnsed. to^r^^^^^^^plg'to be the
]
nvtlii? selection pioces^liarHin;; to FilweiyiifiUo. ™^^fforJJVtore^recend\ ^tcin i^rjea^iii/^^ot'h'i.'' speaker, becau^^^^^^^^^^ffiet^eenSarafi .
film "Expelled: No Intelligence Alj^^fe^if^film is;Palin and some famous football, ^qajgfbiit if I can't
r
hear
Sarah
ParrMll
pick
the
Visme
guy
overjome^
adocumentary
that'confronts
fh^^feqf
evolution.
vJfswn^QeJi^^^^
Dr.
football coacl^^piever heard- of any - day" senior )
Boyd Kist ih\ed*impori^irTolcN^nwowm* thc'- Stein.is the producer and co-writer.of the film.
speaker listf^^^^^ce; Chancellors Ron: Godwin ••-V "His.work as the nation's most pra^Mnt advocateMorgan,^earnsaid^l|rftgfehpping he doesn't
always,
sound like he : ;d6^^^^^r^r^sjbecause
for
bringing
integrity
and
acade^^&||dom.
back
and Jonathan W^^^^^U
^ S ^ ^ r l e r i c a n scientific, cofii^^^^has-. been, I will n o t ' b e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p b r o u g h 30
s
minutes
ofthat" •
^^^^^w
legendary,"
Falwell
^"-^^^^^m
D.C. to ecor^^Mand writer Herbert *Ste|S|g|||
Despite any differences between Stein and Liberty,
graduated from Columbia University,in 1966 with
Contact
Amanda Sullivan at
honors andi|p§leg«p'an economies. Stein later went Falwell remains optimistic about the class' reception
amsullivan3(S'liberty.edu.
on to attend Yale Law School. He graduated from tifStein.:-;""

DOWNTOWN SHOOTINGS CAUSE SAFETY CONMRNS
Matthew Coleman

^§lirfli

'NEWS REPORTER

• Students oftenfindreasons to spend time in downtown Lynchburg —fromthe locally
owned coffee shops to the unique backdrops for photo shoots — but recent violence should
be striking caution.
Four unrelated shootings have taken place in the downtown Lynchburg area since March,
with arrests in three of the four cases and no reported fatalities. While this is a high number
of shootings in a relatively short period of time for the city of Lynchburg, it is not considered
' unusual, accordingtoLynchburg Police Lieutenant Randy Houck.
"From time to time, we have run into this in this city," Houck said. "With so many
(shootings) so close together, it may make it seem like it's more significant than it otherwise
would.be."
ENGAGED - Students engaged to be married often choose to have
their photos taken downtown in the mix of scenery.

fr

TUESDAY. April 7, 20(W

ipwwlitiv'iiqniflil rum

Wm CALENDAR
U*ID€RTrrt BKi TOP—Cote BfotbmCfr^
April 20-21 and a portion
of tHi prooNKh wit) support Liberty Christian Academy. The show will be held in the
L«H«ye Student Untoh pwifcig Jot. $rww«mei m between 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Admission costs an> $17 for adults. $12 for children and senfors. Receive a $5 discount
for purchasing tickets In advance at theTRlJC Wekome Center.

LIBERTY etc.LUNCH WITH A PROFESSOR
Sarah Blanzy

t

OFESSOR'S LUNCH IS O N LIBERTY DINING,
IDENTS BENEFIT FROM WISDOM

Dining Hall for an interactive lunch where
the students must still purchase their meal,
NEWS REPORTER
but the professor is treated to a free lunch,
Liberty University's purpose is to raise compliments of Liberty Dining.
While the program has already been
up champions lor Christ, and in the spirit
implemented,
not many students know
of that goal, Commuter Affairs recently
implemented the I .unch With a Professor about it, and Commuter Affairs plans to
promote it this tall.
program.
Liberty Administration desires to
The idea was read about in an academic
study and Vice President Mark Hine, Dr. promote academic and spiritual excellence,
Boyd Rist and Liberty Dining approved according to Larry Provost, director of
Commuter Affairs. This program is an
of it.
' The program allows at least four students important component for interaction
and a professor to visit the Reber Thomas between faculty and students.

Provost recognizes that much learning
takes place outside the classroom and many
students get their spiritual insight as well as
academic knowledge from their professors.
He said that this program was designed
to encourage professors and students to
connect outside of the classroom.
"We have told faculty that this is not to,
possibly, get afreemeal, but rather a way to
pour into their students academically and
spiritually," Provost said.
Contact Sarah Blanzy at
seblanzy@liberty.edu.

Marketing team places thirdSoccer raises Cyprus funding
Natalie Lozano

Caroline Harrison
NEWS REPORTER

"Capturing life's lasting memories
creatively," is the tagline that a team of
Liberty's marketing students developed
as part of their integrated marketing
communications plan for the Kodak
Gallery in the American Marketing
Association (AMA) Collegiate Case
competition.
Tlie team won third place for its
proposal taking home a plaque, S1,500 and
invaluable experience. "Tlie team came
back very excited about ideas for how to
grow .the marketing association," advisor
to the team, Kendrick Brunson said. 'Hie
team made its proposal before a panel of
Kodak executives on March 26 along with
seven other finalists. Tlie University of
Pennsylvania took first place for the fourth
consecutive year. Liberty was one of three
universities that were first time hnalists.
"This outcome of getting to go to this
competition is going to engender national
recognition," SMA Faculty Advisor Paul

Youngsaid.
Achieving national recognition was a goal
included in the marketing department's liveyear- plan, according to Young.
"You don't realize how competitive it is
until you actually go to this competition
and the conference in general," senior
Noah Barnett said.
The team of six students included Louis
Shakkour, Richard Sweeney, Hannah
Tettenbum, Tania Blanco, Barnett and
Lauren Doyle.
Tlie conference provided Liberty's team
with an opportunity to see how marketing
teams from other universities promote
products and work together, said Blanco
who aided in secondary research for the
team and helped design the model Web
site tor Kodak Gallery.
Brunson hopes to expand and diversify
next year's team. Although the core of the
team will remain marketing students, a
few students from other majors including
graphic design will be included. Juniors
will be allowed to compete next year as
well. Bringing juniors to the competition

provides experienced seniors for the
following year, according to Brunson.
The case competition was one of many
competitions in the 2009 annual AMA
National Convention. Over 1,300 college
students attended the conference.
"It was just great to see how all of these
marketing students come together once
a year with this passion that we have in
common," Blanco said.
Participating in the AMA Collegiate
Convention is also a great networking
opportunity, according to Brunson.
Many businesses set up booths and even
took student resumes at the beginning of
the conference. For some, that led to an
interview. Blanco received a job interview
with the J.M. Smucker Company.
For Barnett, the highlight of the event
was the learning experience. Tlie AMA
case competition allows college students
to make proposals to real- world clients.
Contact Caroline Harrison at
ctharrison@liberty.edu.

NEWS EDITOR

In a strange role reversal, the Liberty
men's soccer team cheered on its fans at
the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall last week
in its successful effort to raise $10,000 for
the mission trip to Cyprus this summer.
The team yelled all week for donations and
challenged passers-by to pray.
"Tlie Liberty students all gave above
what we could.have asked for, so that was
awesome," junior Chris Mandell said.
The team was caught off guard recently
when they learned they had to buy plane
tickets by April 7.
"Realizing we only had 10 days left to
raise support, our team as a whole decided
to fast for about 24 hours," freshman Chris
Phillips said. "(Raising) $1,000 a day just
seemed impossible, but we took our case
before. God and started to wait for a miracle."

and typically teams go to compete internationally. Tlie team is still using their feet on
the field, but will be doing so as a means of
sharing the gospel. Northern Cyprus is primarily Muslim and closed to the gospel.
"We hope that by using soccer we will be
able to gain their respect enough to build a
relationship with them so that we can then
share the gospel," Phillips said.
"Currently, there is only a handful of believers in Cyprus," sophomore Tliad Taylor
said. "We pray that God uses us to begin a
movement in this country and that more
believers will follow in our footsteps to Cyprus."
The entire team, except those injured or
in summer school, will leave May 11 and
return June 3, according to Taylor.
Although the $10,000 goal was met,
money still needs to be raised to cover the
cost of food and other incidentals.
To donate, contact the Assistant Coach
Dean Short at dedshort(<?liberty.edu.

According to NCAA rules, a team is limited to one overseas trip every four years,

Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.

Fashion show supports mission house Liberty law studentsfinishstrong
FASHION SHOW AWARDS

u

NEWS REPORTER

s-

1 ST P U C E — CAROLYN MARCELO
2 N D PLACE —
3 R D PLACE —

Amanda Thomason

LESLEY VANNOY
HANNAH SWANSON

PEOPLE'S CHOICE — KATIE FATH

More than 1,000 people attended
the 3rd annual FACS Fashion
show held in the Schilling Center
on Friday night. The cost of
attendence was $5, which will be
used to support the missionary
house in Liberty Village
that FACS students recently
rennovated, according to junior
Regina Eng.

After spending months working on legal briefs and
preparing their oral arguments, third-year law student
Carrie Mitchell and second-year law student Ben
Walton presented their cases in the National Moot
Court Tournament. Tlie team advanced to the Octafinals where they lost to Texas Tech on a split ballot,
according to the Director ofthe Center for Lawyering
Skills, Scott Thompson.
"(Mitchell and Walton) finished the season as one
of the top 16 Moot Court teams in the country, and
in the top 10 percent of'all teams that competed in the
ABA tournament," Thompson said.
Mitchell and Walton received the title of regional
champions at the competition on March 21 in
Washington, D.C. out ofthe 187 teams from 110 law
schools across the country. Only 24 teams from 22 law
schools were represented at the national tournament.

"Ben and 1 have a lot of fun doing moot* We have
really enjoyed working together, and Professor
Thompson is a phenomenal coach that we are so
blessed to be coached by — we could not ask for
a better, more dedicated mentor for this process,"
Mitchell said. "Our ultimate goal in everything we
do is to bring glory to the Lord, and being given this
opportunity to go to nationals provided us with a
more prominent stage to do so."
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Arguments were presented as a team, who took
questions from a bench of three to five court room
judges. Mitchell and Walton felt confident in the
questioning because of their previous experience with
nine judges at one time. Each competitor received 15
minutes to present their cases. During this time the
judges are able to chime in with any question they
have at any time they desire.
"As a coach, 1 could not be more proud of what this
team accomplished. They argued as well as any team
at the tournament and glorified God with both the use
of their talents and their demeanor throughout. It was
a pleasure to coach them and to represent Liberty at
the National Championships," Thompson said.
Tlie judges had a bench brief that included
information about arguments that the competitors
could or should have been making. Dialogue with the
court during the presentation of the oral argument
was conducted in a formal way to answer the judges'
questions in an academic conversation setting.

Send letters to:
Liberty Champion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24502

Contact AmandaThomason at
ahthorhason@liberty.edu.

Editor's Correction: The announced article profiling Patrick Andrews is not running in
this week's edition. The article is anticipated t o run in an upcoming issue.

Help Wanted
Respo
• Earn
• Students ne
• Earn up to
mystery shopper
• No experience required
• Pleased

or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.

The Champion is available online at: www.liberty.edu/champion
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Red Event

"WE STILI, NEED TO STAND S T R O N G ' W I T H A C O M ECTIVE V O I C E , AND
D E CI. A R H III A T T H IS B V1L) M U S T B E S T 0 P P I-' D."
M AT T H I W R A P O S A S

cause is an important one. In eliminating
the evils of the child sex trade and human
trafficking, we help preserve the innocence
'Hie Helms School of Government and that these women and children should be
the Liberty School of Law banded together entitled to, regardless of poverty and other
to host the Red Event, a concert with a issues."
cause, this past weekend. Hie free concert
Throughout the world, children as young
on April 3 featured 'me Fostered, Point of as three years old are being sold tor human
Honor, Humble TIP. and Tie Rory Tyer trafficking. In fact, it is the second largest
Band. Tie mix oflight Christian rock, hard and fastest-growingcriminal industry in the
rock, Christian rap and acoustic folk music world, according to an article posted on the
drew a broad spectrum of students for the Polaris Project Web site at polarisproject.
same cause.
org. When many people think of human
"It was for a great cause - a lot of trafficking, they may think of poor third
time was spent getting the word out," world countries. What many do not realize
sophomore Nick Pavlovic said. "1 think the is that Thailand is the number one country
ultimate goal to educate was achieved. 1 involved in the trade, with America close
behind in third place, according to Dave
definitely learned a lot this weekend."
"The Red Event did a fantastic job of Peterson, president of the Criminal Justice
breaking the grip of apathy that currently Students Club (CJSC) here on campus.
affects many Liberty students," senior
The goal of the event was to get
Matthew Raposas said. "I believe that this students informed and show them how

200 college students gathered together
to support one great cause - to end the
child sex trade.

Danielle Talbert
LIFE! REPORTER

Imagine a world where all children have
the ability to be kids, instead of having to
fight for their freedom. Now, imagine the
courtyard of DeMoss filled with more than

*•
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Honors scholarship challenges dedicated students

to get involved in stopping the vicious
trade. Local and campus clubs, including

Give Us Names, Freedom 4/24 and
Smile4Africa, had booths set up ,H Friday's
event. The sponsors believe that if secular
organizations do a lot to combat the sex
trade, then (Ihnstians should do more.
"This was all done by grace," Criminal
Justice Club Treasurer Sarah Robbins said.
"Ihis big of event does not just happen,
Tie bands (and organizations) worked
great with us and we had a ton of students
volunteer their time to help us out."
The events did not end with just the
concerts. A symposium was held Saturday
that featured organizations that currently
fight sex trade, such as the SOLD Project,
International Justice Mission (IJM), the
Polaris Project and Operation Blue Ridge
Thunder, A documentary video revealed
the truths behind the child sex trade.
The CJSC, which is new this year, put on

the event as one of their outreaches to let
students know that criminal justice does
not stop with the courtroom, Tie club
wise is Psalm 82:3 4, "Defend the cause
of the weak and fatherless; maintain the
rights of the poor ami oppressed. Rescue
the weak and needy; deliver them from the

hand of the wicked."
"Just because the Red Event has
concluded, our search lor justice and
restoration tor those affected by this evil
should not subside," Raposas said. We still
need to stand strong with a collective voice,
and declare that this evil must he shipped.'
For information on how to get involved,
contact Have Peterson at dgpetcrsoii(<i>
lihertv.edu.
Contact Danielle Talbert at
detalberttaliberty.edu.

DOWNTOWN

SAFETY TIPS

CONTINUED FROM A1

Tie first shooting on March S was the
result of a physical confrontation at the
Waterfalls Fine Diningrestaurant, according
wsls.com. The male victim, 17, was treated
To many Liberty University students, the
tor gunshot wounds to the face and chest
idea of a 25-page paper featuring citations
at Lynchburg General Hospital. The two
from at least 20 authoritative sources is
gunmen, Rodney Johnson |r. and Alton
enough to make them run in the opposite
Patterson, were arrested on March 26.
direction. However, that assignment - an
The next shooting, March 22, occurred
honors thesis - is the price some Liberty
on 2IS Race St., according wsls.com.
students have to pay in order to receive,
Two unknown gunmen, possibly using
among other benefits, upwards of S15,000
automatic weapons, drove by 5" year-old
in financial aid over the course of four
Clarence Baldwin's home and opened fire,
wounding him in the head. Baldwin was
academic years.
later released from the Lynchburg General
This semester, more than 4S0 students Hospital. Both gunmen are'still at large, and
among them individuals from 41 different
their motive is currently unknown.
states and four foreign countries - are
Another shooting occurred later that
paying that price and receiving that benefit
da)r when several gunmen fired from
as a part of the Liberty Honors Program.
their vehicles at a Madison Street home,
According to Maria Childress, the program my freshman year and was typing the first page. It is a lot less difficult wounding both Ronald William Slaughter
than it sounds," Baker said.
honors program secretary, the honors accepted."
and Keionca Nicole Miles, according to
Melvin added that the program, despite wsls.com. One ot the shooters, Marcus
Students who need financial assistance
program is "an academic and scholarship
program designed to provide highly and will not shy away from what junior the label of honors, "does not imply added Miller, was arrested on March 23.
Tie most recent shooting occurred
motivated students ofabove average ability Ben Taylor called a "relatively little amount stress unnecessary to one's life."
"Do it," Taylor said as advice to students March 25, near the Z-market on Park
the opportunity to achieve their highest of extra work, can start applying tor the
program their freshman year and continue contemplating joining the honors program, Avenue, according to wsls.com. |ohn
intellectual and creative potential."
Other than approximately $3,750 to do so until the beginning ot their citing the scholarship and professor Hunter Alexander and Vincent Patrick
Gilbert were arguing when Gilbert
interaction as benefits.
per year in scholarships, students in sophomore year.
reportedly shot Alexander in the mouth.
The Honors Program also has a special
Students will gain a "more in-depth
the honors program lay claim to early
Alexander then drove himselfto Lynchburg
registration tor classes and the chance residence at Liberty, with office placement knowledge ot their major" and m edge Police Department and was hospitalized.
to be specially mentored by professors on the third floor ot DeMoss, which boasts on the competition for entering graduate Gilbert later surrendered to police.
within the department aligned with their a lounge and complementary coffee bar school and the job market, according to
The violence continued on April 3 at
Childress.
major. Students in the curriculum can also for the use ot students in the program.
the Miles Market on Rivermont Avenue.
Some extra work in classes is required
Details on applying to the Honors according to newsadvance.com.
apply tor the National Merit Scholarship,
An
altercation
of
students
in
the
program,
but
the
most
Program
can
be
found
on
the
Web
page
finalists for which receive financial aid
covering their tuition, room and board in prominent assignment is undoubtedly that can be accessed through the academics led Michael
Anthony to
full. Thirty-four Liberty students currently the thesis, which is due by March 1 ot the link at liberty.edu.
stab LeRoy
student's senior year. Students can choose
enjoy that perk.
White with
Contact Daniel Martinez at
• The yearly financial aid is nearly one- a topic within their major, and receive
knife,
t o
w
dpmartinez@liberty.edu. a
fifth ofa year's tuition and is considered the help from overseeing faculty
members as they work
primary benefit of the honors program.
"At first, 1 applied to the Honors Program through it. Despite the
simply to get a scholarship and ease my seemingly heavy workload
financial burden," junior Justin Melvin of the assignment, Baker
said. "But, scholarship aside, being in the has completed and turned
Honors Program enables me to be a better- in three of the four drafts of
his thesis based on Romans
rounded student academically."
"1 knew that, in order to stay at Liberty, 5-8.
"The hardest part is
I needed to get more scholarships," senior
Levi Baker said. "I applied for the honors starting the research and

For students venturing into the
downtown area, Houck suggested safety
tips to help avoid unwanted situations:
• Traveling in groups offers more
protection, and the daytime is always
safer than the nighttime.
• Avoid drawing unwanted attention by
not carrying lots ot money or jewelry.
• Most importantly, do not be
confrontational. It you have to walk
off, that is line." Houck said. "Trust your
instincts. It (the situation) does not feel
right, then it probably is not right."

Daniel Martinez
NEWS REPORTER

inflicting minor injuries. I .cRov defended
himself with a piece ol broken glass, badly
cuting Anthony's lace. Both men were
hospitalized and are recovering.
Despite a recent spike in violence in
the downtown area, the Lynchburg police
are doing everything they can to ensure
the publics safety, according to wsls.com.
Officers will locus on the areas recently
struck with violence.
"Downtown Lynchburg lias many fine
restaurants and shops and I go there at
times," l,ibert\- University Police Chief
Richard Hinkley said. "No matter where
anyone goes they should take precautions
to stay safe. Travel in groups, have a cell
phone in case ot an emergency, and go
places (you) know."
Contact Matthew Coleman at
mcoleman@liberty.edu.
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20% Off
y/edcCing
Invitations

Suwwer is cowh^.

Less than 10 min from LU

Are yot/ ready?

On City Bus Route, stop at entrance

'S^'i i

2009 Lakeside Drive

2S2

2 BR, 2 1/2 BA with garage
Only $900 a month

AllWedding/fr

Call (434) 385-1391
for viewing

Essentials
Hours ol Operation:
Monday through Thursday 0 00 AM • 0 00 PM
Krktay 8.00 AM-7.00 l''M.
Saturday 8 00 AM - 4:00 PM
Sunday 12 00 PM - 5:00 PM

Call All Wedding Essentials at 434.316.0055
or Visit www.AIIWeddingEssentials.com
View full line catalogs and samples in store at
2319-A Lakeside Dr., Lynchburg

4541 Amherst Hwy
Madison Heights, VA 24572

So/y?e./ioto it a// -fit
//? t/ie. dot uj/i&n
you AtoUa/it
it
he.t<s.) tlcx/rt?
Let us t a k e c a r e of all t h e extras this summer!
i

AAAA Self Storage

to Complete

•24 Hr. Access
•Insurance Available

a/heeqi/t!
V

'Fenced & Lighted
7316 Tinikrlakc gold
Lynchburg. VA
(4M) 2394464

* Variety of Sizes
*•Packaging
10% Student
Discount
Supplies
Available
146161-oivMKuau
IIIKSI. VA
(434)525-3298

/eOSe & teCeiVe

(LtAM M I M bl ' M i M I ' l l IH> BY APRIL Willi

/I/1KK

www.dszechini.com
DSZ Properties, LC

M I S S I O N S TRIP

SPECIAL!

Save 25% on all purchases used for any missions outreach
sponsored by LU. Get completely outfitted. Receive expert
advice from our experienced Christian staff.

Mon.

- Fri.:

10AM-8PM

Sat.:

10AM-6PM

101 A Northwynd Circle
City Place in Wyndhurst
(Just up from the Jamerson YMCA)

Lynchburg's biggest
selection of The
North Face gear
and apparel.

www.liikersoutpost.com • 434-239-5576
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From the ashes:
Lessons learned from tragedy
dirty clothesbasket to grab the Nike hoodie
that I love, then ran back to the window
and started pulling myself up outside the
. Sunday, March 22, 1 slept in. It must window to try to get out.
Within 30 seconds, the fire fighters
have been about 12:30 p.m. when 1 woke
up from the sound of girl yelling in my came.
I yelled, "I'm up here!"
backyard. In my bedroom, I stumbled to
the window next to my bed and peeked
"Go get a ladder!" afirefighteryelled. It
through the blind to find two girls yelling seemed like minutes, but then he came and
as if there was a lire. I opened my window 1 got on that ladder as fast as I could and got
and asked if my apartment was on fire. away from that house. Tons of people were
They said "yes" and ran away. I thought of asking me questions and giving me their
my sister.
number. The Red Cross gave my sister and
"Where is she and is anyone here I three free nights at the Days Inn. We slept
there and moved to a new apartment on
besides me?"
I went to my door and did not see any March 25 off of Sandusky and Timberlake
smoke coming into my room, felt the Road.
My father's home insurance is going to
doorknob to feel if it was hot, opened
the door, called tor my sister and looked cover our apartment's loss. I'm stilt thanking
around just outside my door to see smoke Cod for my lite. 1 m still trying to put my lite
coming up the stairs and heard the sound back together. My sister lost everything —
of the fire alarm from down stairs. I started her room was ash. Her clothes, computer,
thinking fast. I'm pretty sure my heart was school work, two TVs and many more
• pounding. 1 could hear the sound of my possessions were destroyed. My clothes
apartment on fire. 1 closed the door and were all wet and damaged by the smoke.
grabbed my phone. I called 911 -I think Liberty students donated some clothing
I told the lady on the phone my house was for us and my father flew from Idaho to
on fire and I was still in it and that it is on help us find a new place and get a tew
Watergate drive. Then I hung up pushed general things just to live.
my screen window out, and yelled for help.
I went back today and realized what
A man showed up out of nowhere and he happened to me was a reality check.
said, "Stay there, stay there!" I ran to my

Tracy Palmer

GUEST WRITER

NEWSPAPER(jiCAtyPSE
Mitchell Makheff
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Tick, tick, tick. The clock is running out
on newspapers as the click, click, click of
computer mouses grows ever louder. And if
the trend toward Internet news continues,
the click of moving mouses is threatening
to drown out the sound of rustling pages.
The death knell has already sounded
for the Rocky Mountain News, the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer and the Christian
Science Monitor. The Chicago Sun-Times
and Chicago Tribune are bankrupt, the
Washington Post and New York Times
are shedding jobs faster than Angelina Joiie
can adopt babies and beat reporters are.
being replaced by bloggers.

McQueen (ask your parents), discovered
that only extreme cold could "stop the
horror!" Sprayed with a fire extinguisher,
the Blob turned into an extremely cold and
frozen Blob, capable only of icing down
a delicious glass of lemonade oh a hot
Pennsylvania afternoon. The government

'IF IT AIN'T
FREE, I AINT
PAYING FOR IT.

dropped the Blobbish icicle in the Arctic
and the audience was left with these
chilling words — the end?
So if the Internet is the news business'
personal Blob, there must be a way to kill
it or at the very least freeze it until it comes
back to life and terrorizes theworld again, as
the Blob did 14 years later in Los Angeles,
So how is the newspaper biz, once hence the question mark at the end of Blob
considered so essential to democracy, numero uno. (Hats off Hollywood for very
supposed tostave off extinction? Perhaps it clever and painfully obvious marketing.).
The obvious lesson, then, is that extreme
can take a page from the Blob, that infamous
movie from the 1950s that featured an cold will not kill the Internet. It is simply
amorphous creature from outer space that too powerful.
engulfed everything in its path.
The answer in the short term is that
To make a long and rather boring story newspapers must learn to survive in an alien
short, the Blob was eventually stopped environment. The Internet has created an
when the brave citizens of Downington, on-demand world that even a daily paper
Pa., including a young and dashing Steve just cannot keep up with. Updates assault

The Web site Paper Cuts, (I shudder
that I chose an Internet source for this
story), which tracks the newspaper
industry, states that 7,468 positions in the
newspaper industry have been eliminated
this year, and it's only April. At this rate,
30,000 newspaper jobs will disappear by
the end of this year.

Is this the end?

your browser, Blackberry and inbox by the
minute.
Besides the update onslaught, the
Internet has created an attitude of "if it ain't
free, I ain't payingfbrit."The biggest mistake
that papers made when they migrated
online was that content was free from the
get-go. The time has passed when perhaps
a tew cents, could have been charged per
article or a monthly or yearly tee could
have been assessed for online access to
any of the major newspapers. And even if
papers did charge, there are enough free
sites available that most would just move
elsewhere to keep up with the Octomom
and other stories of national importance
(who's winning Dancing with the Stars, by
the way?).
Newspapers will figure it out and
eventually put an end to the Blob's "reign
of terror." Or maybe they will be forced to
hitch a ride on his slimy back. Either way, in
a free society, there is and always has been
a need for newspapers willing to keep a
watchful on Washington and other power
centers, keeping citizens informed of news
that they need. Blogging has its advantages
to be sure ... wait a second, it you change
the g in blog to a b," It spells Blob! It's back!
Ahhhhhhhhhhh!"
Contact Mitchell Makheff at
mjmalcheff@liberty.edu.
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4 f l ^ Domino's Pizza
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Student Value Menu

#1 #2 #3 #4
One largo Pizza
orl-TonuiiiyPiz/a
code 9601

Student Value Menu
$8.99

Me Medium 2-Togplig
rtza | a 20M. Soda
code 960?

One X-large
CneesePuia
cadi M M

«»v J Three Bread Item
Ckna Mb. Owen beat.
•nanac*
CWUKI4

#5 #6 #7
Ine Mediant M r a i D i
PluaaMeiol
IraadstJcu
code 9605

Food waste in the United States is the
largest component off discarded waste
by weight. (CNN online, 9/24/07)
On average, 1/3 pound of food is wasted
per student per day in the Reber Thomas
Dining Hall alone!

. s

DM n N U U I
taattfckalSanli
Ctwnanua
cede 9606

Two Small
2 -Topping Pizzas
Sunday - Thursday 10:30am - 1am coda 9607
Friday & Saturday 10:30am - 2am

Domino's Pizza "Official Pizza of Liberty flames Athletics
Order online vnim.doniinos.coni

434-237-7788

t a
% 9

5 5 0 1 Fort Ave
HOW HIRING Pan Time Delivery Irivers
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StlfStoraf Made Easy

Why drag all your stuff home this

SUMMER?
•
•

Climate or Non-Climate Controlled units
Sizes available for any need eyen your CAR! S

•

1 mile from LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
IF WE DON'T BFAT THF RFNTAL COST OF A
LOCAL COMPETITOR WF WILL MATCH IT!

Give us a call at 4 3 4 - 5 2 8 - 0 0 4 0 or visit us online at www.ideal-storaye.com
3564 Young Plate - Lynchburu. VA 245501

A "(<>'*.

4w

in an effort to reduce the amount of food
wasted each day at Reber Thomas, Dining
Services will be tracking food waste from
April 6th - April 28th

«H ideal
Storage

fp<

*M

Va

Look for tracking results near the dish
return and on the large LED screen in the
middle of Reber!
Do your part and only take what
you will eat!
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the simplest way to dine on campus!
Simply present this coupon to any Reber Thomas
Dining Hall cash er to receive 50% off a resident
dining meal purchase, and to activate your CINCH
membership
temWOTM

Liberty's (Jjpllege |)emocra^^re "Up-and-Coming*
to get involved," Diaz said. "I'm looking both a College Republicans and a College
forward to working with the VAYD not Democrats on any academic universityonly to shape a better government, but to
"I think it's great for students to
share the love of Christ."
have opportunities to explore different
While many members of the chapter viewpoints," Zosh said. "Having this kind
uphold Christian values, such as pro-life of forum will help prepare students for the
stances, they also think that economic
issues such as health care and the welfare of
needy people must not-be left on'the back,
'burner. Diaz hopes matlAJCD's mission
5 :6n the campus will inspire students to take
|sK|pmfin' Lynchburg and -their own local
^^^uffi^^^^®sff|%grS^i|njdisee| communitiesfmjm^ffort to better reflect
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a t j l e changes.WstMl&iiM jMvjSt in the world.
fffliS?^" J$o11cgci?\R(. publicans £ RuQitfj
f. .^AySdJIgJ ifltu,s^[^as^t6Tme'dTOt* Relations Director-Mehnda Zosh sees
T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ b ^ L J i J e L ) ' lllllll^ar^ization as a great opportunity
:jrS&[d^^^^^^fe^^^^M^rats^^S^ for politically engaged students to gain
Chapter ofthe Year" award. Governor Tim ,11iyKitetfaiicu^\|illJfoc.j^on hith' ind experience in an open forum of discussion i
world they will go into after they graduate.''
..Kaine w ? . s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ j r f e i i g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d e ^ ^ f f l ^ , on the issues. |
The LUCD w ill luild!it^ie^n^|tjitg^
^ ^ ^ & ^ can't have' Gqll.e.ge|jRepublicans
was^ presented, and L C-M&M'QM1^^ |
5
, College !'&&S^^^^^^^M^^^^^^ jcJja^^^HS^^^^^^^^^^fc^p^lay ' debating each other" Zosh said. "Now we April 21. For more; infoimation.iviMtsth"^
$331.ftvi'xwiventioh^
Liberty,
Umversity College DenjoyratT^,'
can
have
an
opeffiforum-;whete
the
Coljege
^rn^ip^W^^^^'ffirffle^development
^fflr^^TO^crpC|^ir|^_
•
Republican|^^Mie College Democrat's-' Fatebookpage^W^y^P
j8§E^Ell~Parne onto :. : t^^^erty 'scene.,'
can debate the issues."
--^a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^s
shortly' before•:.flte^M^fe>Tesivdential ,
p j i f t ^ f i j Lee Sandy at
:
ras^f|c]^ibefctV.ecta{^
fM^^I?^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ l n a n eff°rtt0hroaden'tliepolitical ', ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ * a y for Liberty students ^^^^^Kinks-it-is important to have;.
idscape ofthe traditionally <
•rsity. Despite some adversity, this
new chapter has continued to grow and
gain acceptance among the student body,.
• LUCD Vice President Joel Krautter,.
believes that students are experiencing
somewhat of a paradigm shift toward
Democrats in-general, and are "becoming
^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ > ^ K ? ' o n k° t n sides ofthe;

llliP"llil*

x
r_ i h e ^ h i s t ^ i J J ^ i s t S ^ M ^ d m & t ^
' / \ufreb.fc§&iMs_.^^
^^^^^fe^^nej^^^^njs.'Mihelic's
nnin I inipiigiJi|;o*fljis..tO'g\lt^ie,stuyew^'
. body more involved in hav mg a vSiyj/o^iypra,jrte^'ssues-tBut1\Iiheh,L5tlKl,'nots\\aiHJ'
^unhnjg|\\ as ^electedjpTb* 1 Ucntko 'mikejGjji
;djtfciefKe*\Iiheliu5!e^
to SGA that, ll passed, t\ Qulifcillow ^/Vt®^".,
^^eJ^b^u'd^ettlnttlK^^rujyilistfibutra^
thctanipu^s^je^togvani/afton\^\^liel©r5
"» (sS's^fh^lTe'' 1iplicj, e5?that;s'[udeh^grou^ji'S
.enhjK^^die^Hlut^Upna[^vpeuetue"^^^
, htJMyjijtsto sVe^|v\-be iblejtr/'help^m^
.^liem'AJjH^the^ea^n^essarA; to siijiVpoPEJ'

At U.S^Gellufar, we believe ev
f fiat's wfiy we have My Conta
1
5q^bJux'a,rr Save*, store and evi
Jiiyou'ge^a newpbc

- *.^1 d Jike|to^e^^ A^h^lp^tt'stuflm^
^ggrapsWjtfus bill gets pas^vil&jitli'g&ug^'^tWChfitjavllrfle ill\ah^pDnTig* llljtHe1 gipupv
rtogcd^and^help^^iYliewali!le'Jto do morey*
'tci^heiMiflciw'iWc^ses^k^Presitle^K•>ol£%dents ^Reliind^yui^SSIdu. ryil'auifgj
Blankenstop;«trj|||g^
.^^^iiw^yjei^^ibeige^yid?tjtu^l^j
»Mic^e^rc\\lJ\^r^OT|g^tliing^bojLrtW§'^
jj^e^St^t^^^Si^sfeb^^i^llJb^^^
-KioiiLnbeigLr" i-, ^aJuitm^'thi^rvia^a
^VfljsAkffluHhfel^'e^C'i^F^jl^h^l^^
^J^bermorejS iYM|Eand|fft6i c jlri\ ejmjjg||
i^-moK emeht V\ 1 tlfl^ef tv", 4* i.
Lng\er e\^'»ReaiJSib^itjSC[AS until'
; 'rfi^jt p^osidenbaj^^lections'rPsophonft^j^Anvantlcvrjovl^sa'id?'^!
^DesniorTd whavfaSjil^ola Landid^tdtoSgJ
^^A-p^sifljjnY.^dj^
-f£ • i\ laj3vst&lenrPI''JiaWtalked tah'a\ c nfri«
. jdtm\hit.'s(fj^rs^le't llontWiit'it^oesp''
Jjrto\;isj!S||?ii0>usjssu^

int. ^

flllilliiil
•^Lfleshiond'1 wRfsV-Jbe^j^honiffg":-, nrsjK:
*'Ie id.ei_sh|fe^ills*bvj.ser\ ing'Ss'" f> se'natow^
S^Sj&J^L^esm^^
JjEsytitJand j-jus ledjs,e^ral?nii's\ibrj\jTiM[;
^lk^ughtiutjhis Jliigl^^io|i^^^blleg^i

'|etgsc:Gpm:^

•

The othei candicla^foiAG^piesideiTrl,
•»^ft^ttlre\\,Alt(ftain^who>waviunnj1ng4t'-'"
^^^pntKon v 1 'ampl 1rt^.)'p!i5e,^preskjen Pli
^^^^iWeurrentlvserve,sfa.s^ije|'j.jK;side]^i
of Studtiit ^erSitesfto'f^S.Ci',™iid^aid.l^Fj
^wantsko?'attendij.aft/iscl\5g]|J^^sfart^^
3farhiL\ after giatluatj,oiT^^
1 he othei.rtu^eleutioii%ivnners,; Zoslsf

^^MihefT^I-saw-the -hard work of ou| ,
*KU[jpoiteK and icali/od how muElij'th^^
^^ie^acufilmgJiVrjtht: (.ampaign^l'ikne^^
1'had a go~odfs]fe^aV&iniJing£.Webb said',
'lhaf being sajd^l-'canipaigned against^ *s
.very strong candidate in Anthom PanipliHFj;.
andlknew it would be ® | | | | | | s
^ ^ v ^ ^ & o n t a ' c t Mandi.Fdrth.'K?/,
ajforth@liherty.edu.

Ij^^^^Invites you to join
them for an Evening of
Performance in Literature
This year's theme:
Adventures in Storytelling

^ \ US. Cellular
believe in something better

The event will be held in
DeMoss 1113 on
Tuesday, April 7,
7:00 p.m.
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SOFTBALL SWEEPS CSU
2009 OPENING DAY FEVER
ROCKIN' INTERVIEW

Q

A

Bats get hot as Lady Flames break out
brooms and sweep Charleston Southern.
Thomas Lourdeau offers his thoughts on

OH ' tthe 2009 MLB season.
Q
D

RSBHDT

REMINDER

^ ^ ^ ^ p N ' S & WOMEN'S T ^ H l g y S STONY BROOK 2P.M.

/ • Tiffany Edwards sits down with O NeedToBreathe lead singer Bear Rinehart.

CK4MPIONSPORTS
MCKAY
HEADS FOR
THE 'VILLE

Accepts job as UVa Assistant
il BJ WILLIAMS, SPORTS REPORTER® Wf
; ' Only, days after star player Seth Curry
. decided to leave Liberty for Duke, head
men's basketball coach Ritchie McKay.
- shocked Flames fans by abruptly resigning
- from his position and joining new
- University of Virginia (UVa) head coach
Tony Bennett in Charlottesville. ^fpsW*
"I am leavingbecause my wife and I feel
that we are supposed to start a new chapter
in my professional career - one that does
not involve me being a head coach at this
time," McKay said. "Not many people
voluntarily leave a head coaching position
; to become an; assistant It speaks-to/.fny
! relationship with Coach Bennett and the
opportunity that I have in assisting him to
-build a great program."
. McKay offered nothing'but high praise
for Liberty and the athletic administration
as well in his statement
^ & h % t y Athletic Director Jeff Barber,
along with many others, was surprised
by McKays decision to leave, but offered
high praise to' the man whom he hired just
•S^6\^!vc\}[S^jgoV?;

K

®

Flames were eliminated froi
CollegeInsider.com Postseason
Tournament by James Madison,
Curry announced that he was
transferring from Liberty "based
ori my desire to develop as
an athlete to the fullest of my
potential and take advantage of
new opportunities that.may be
available to me in a nigher rated
conference." Just a week later
came McKay's resignation.
McKay is no stranger to the
Bennett family, however.\ New .
UVa head coach Tony is the son of'
former Washington State (WSU) '•'
head coach Dick Bennett. Tony :
took over for his father after the.:';
Z005-2006 season.
ggMJ
•'• His father, who went to WSU
after compiling almost.500, wins' 1
at Wisconsin-Stevens " Point)*:'
stepped.- down after compilin
a 36-49 record in three seasons. .
According to McKay, D'ick J
Bennett was "a. mentor: to. me
when I started out in coaching.".
Tony and McKay became good
'friends through the elder Bennett
and when Tony and will continue
their friendship on the sidelines
at Virginia. .

^S^ffllfthis decision was a surprise
to us all, I have great respect for Ritchie
McKay and wish his-f^^®he very.best
.. as theyI ora||||n"ofher chapter in their:
| | | | | | | E p f ef said during an interview with
LibertyElil^^^^pbelieveJ speak for
the entire Liberty fam|||||®f.I offer my
rj|pfl|ifionto Coacl$||f|§|ffor the solid
Liberty-, assistants.•':0$llsffi6E»
..foundation he brougllft^^ui:. program. I was named interim hWai|f|||l|S§
" know that.He^^pllibertyUhiViersity and> and has expressed i n ^ ^ ^ ^ g
becoming the permanenj||)sajtel|
This was la'test;;ifl^^^pn;: a • serious. coach of the Flames. \HbwOTCT/s^^^^^.i;playerS^raP;|jiiade • commitments
sgoJ|||5||pjnate events. surrounding the Barber announced that a hatibrfal'S^^Si; anxiously awaiting the decision, the
men's basketball'program: First, freshman has begun, and recentlyflew to the Final .hiring will prove to be an important one
/_, for Barber and the program — mainly
' forward, Brolin .- Floyd announced . he Four to court potential coaches. ' f
will trarisie^^R^bat; was described
With signing .day looming on;, the , with the future recruits. Joel Vander Pol, a
as*personaTreasons. Just.;days after the horizon (April r5)rHip5ftnurnber ' 6-footTO center from Fort Myers, Fla., is

• already oh board alter signing a National • le-eommit p e n d ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S
Letter of Intent in November. Chris Perez, ,
Contact BJ Williams at|
a 6-fooM- shooting guard from Oldsmar,
Fla. and 6-foot-8 small forward Ovie
bjwilliams@liberty.edu.
Soko from Hampton, Va. both gave verbal. Additional reporting by Jake Petersen.
Contacthimatjtpetersen@liberty.edu.
commitments to'the Flames, but could-

BASKETBALL
RECAP

^ ^ p K N LOSASSO, SPORTS REPORTER
gEPlH|p§XCT;until Seth Curry transfers.
^^^^HP-story of the men's basketball team as its season Glided
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m S i i l announcement of Curry's release after the. team was
;
Quste9frdm the CollegeInsider.comTournament (CIT).
1 :S6on to fol||^^Mfe declaration ofMcKay's departure for an associate head coaching job at the University ofVirginia (UVa).
;• Despite this disastrous news that-swept Liberty's campus and that left
the basketball program in disarray, the Flames season had its moments

The aspirations of postseason play were ignited with
season for the.Flames. The Flames caughtfirein their
compiling a record of 7-2, surging during an impressh•e stretch of wins,
The Flames defeated UVa, William & Mary and Ge orge Mason and
came within three minutes of defeating the nationally ranked Clemson
-Tigers.. f.
After the 7-2 start, though, the Flames were 16-10 imd suffered their
An invitation to the CIT marked thefirsttime in program history that two worst defeats of the season. In the Bracket Buster jrame on ESPNU,
the team was invited to a postseason tournament.They. advanced to the ; Liberty lost 80-56 to Old Dominion and followed with
semi-finaps before being knocked out of the tournament by James Madi- 72 home loss to conference foe VMI.
Liberty then advanced to the Big South Conferenc
son University, 88-65.

W $ H l £ f $ t i G ^ | f ^ V claimed, before his resignation to accept the
job at UVa, this season has stood out compared to his other 12 seasons as ahead coach.
"I'm not saying this to just say it, but this has been one of the most
enjoyable seasons in my coaching career," McKay said. 7- &$£?.
Several Flames were selected for postseason awards. Curry, who led
the nation's freshmen.in scoring, was selected for the second team allconference team and named Big South Freshman of the Year. Senior Anthony Smith earnedfirstteam all-conference honors, andfreshmanJesse
Sanders was named to the all-freshmen team.
see BASKETBALL on B3
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Number of Flames
finish high at Liberty
Zollegiate Invitational
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IIDANIEL HEFFNER. SPORTS REPORTED
A wealth of talent from up and down the eastern
seaboard, including Virginia Tech and the University
ol Maryland, trekked to Liberty's campus as the
Flames hosted the Liberty Collegiate Invitational on
Friday and Saturday.
The Lady Flames performed at a high level
throughout the day, headlined by senior Andrea
Beckles three first place finishes.
Beckles won the 100-meter dash with a time ol
11.74, the 200-meter dash with a time of 24.19, and
ran the first leg of the winning 4x 100 meter relay, which
posted a time of46.76. Reckles' 100-meter time, which
qualified her for the NCAA Division I East Regional
Championships, was also a personal best.
Other first place finishers for the Lady Flames
were senior Ashley Teer, posting a time of 2:18.71 in
the 800-meter run; sophomore Kati Albright in the
1500-meter run with a time of 4:51.37; freshman
Olivia Chamuski in the 100-meter hurdles with a time
of 14.57; and senior Kristen Dalton in the javelin throw
with a distance of 118-11. As mentioned above, the
winning 4x100 meter relay team, led by Beckles, also
included junior Chenoa Freeman, freshman Alyssa
Pegues, and Chamuski running the anchor leg.
Other notable performances by the Lady Flames

wej^egueMji n isn i n second to Beckles in the
weiM'egueMgnishing
I Urometer Jiff
lOr^ffetgr
&m with
with a time of 11.97, and Freeman
finishinJP^h in the 200-meter dash with a tunc of
25.02. Freeman also placed second in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 56.44. Sophomore Rod'Esther
Castor, participating in the 800-meter run, finished
second to teammate Teer with a time of 2:20.62 and
junior Ashley Osborne finished second to Albright in
the 1500-meter run with a time of 4:52.03.
The 5000-meter run ended well for sophomore
Dacia Bushman, who finished second posting a time of
18:17.32, and in the 3000-meter steeplechase Denise
Troyer and Charts Haldeman, both freshman, finished
second and third, respectively with times of 12:24.70
and 12:33.1 Irrespectively.
Also placing well in the field events were freshman
Laura Haugland with a height of 1.57 meters in the
High Jump, freshman Rachel Houseknecht in the
pole vault with a height of 3.35 meters, and freshman
Brianna Knaufl in the hammer throw with a distance of
38.69 meters. In the Heptathlon, sophomore Krystle
Matthews finished third with a score of 4270, and
sophomore Jen Healey was fourth with 4211 points.
"Since the meet will not be scored, it's just about
trying to compete well and get good performances

as we approach the scored meets later in the season,"
Head Coach Brant Tolsma said.
The men performed just as well as the women, most
notably senior Matt Parker.
Parkerfinishedsecondinthe 110-meter hurdles with
a time of 14.50, fourth in the long jump with a distance
of 7.01 meters and first in the high jump with a height
of 2.12 meters. His strong showing qualified him for
the NCAA Division I East Regional Championships
in that event.
A pair of freshman, John Talbert and Ryan Bell, both
placed first in the hammer throw and javelin throw
with distances of 53.74 meters and 58.75 meters,
respectively.
Another Flames standout was freshman Anthony
Bryant, who finished second to Parker in the high
jump with a height of 2.02 meters and also second in
the triple jump with a distance of 15.09 meters.
In the 100 and 200-meter dash, sophomore Jacey
Bailey placed third in both events with times of
10.75, and 21.71. Senior Phil Leineweber also placed
fourth in the 200-meter dash with a time of 21.73
and first in the 400-meter dash with a time of 48.08.
In the 800-meter run, freshman Isaac Wendland was
spectacular in finishing first with a time of 1:54.77,

and in the 1500-meter run senior Jarvisjelen finished
second with a time of 3:54.94 with freshman Will .
Reeves posting a time of 4:08.57, which was good for
fourth place.
The men, however, were not finished with solid
performances.
In the 3000-meter steeplechase, freshman Kyle
Powersfinishedwith afirst-placetime of 9:40.79.
The 4x400 meter relay team consistingofsenior Tim
O'Donnell, Wendland, freshman James Hatch and
freshman Jordan Bright finished second to Campbell
University in a close race with a time of 3:18.78.
In the decathlon, sophomore Geren Woodbridge
finished third with a score of6811, and senior Clarence
Murrayfinishedfifthwith a score of 6316.
The teams will split up this week, with some traveling
to Knoxville, Tenn. for the Sea Ray Relays beginning
on Thursday and ending on Friday. The other half of
the team will stay in Lynchburg for the Lynchburg
Track and Field Classic held at Lynchburg College on.
Saturday.
Contact Daniel Heffner at
dpheffner@liberty.edu.

Smith
sidelined; Ellis,
offense pick
up the sla,ck

WOMEN'S
SOFTBALL
II JONATHAN THOMPSON. SPORTS REPORTER I
It was a weekend ofups and downs for the Liberty Lady Flames' Softball
team. The bright side, they claimed a three-game sweep over conference
leader Charleston Southern. The bad news, Sophomore pitcher Tiffany
Smith was removed after five innings in game one due to an unknown
injury.
Smith was stellar in her pitching duel with Sondra Vetter. Smith gave
up only four hits, collected five strikeouts and only allowed one run, a
solo shot to shortstop Megan Lombard in the sixth.
"She gave usfivegreat innings," Coach Paul Wetmore said, "but after
that she just couldn't get her breath."
Wetmore and the team hope that Smith will be back up to full strength
after the 7-10 day rest prescribed by doctors.
Senior pitcher Sarah Ellis was brought in to relieve Smith, and collected
the win retiring the last five Lady Bucs. Sophomore catcher Keely
McMillon was the hero on the offensive side for Liberty as she provided
a two-run triple in the bottom of the sixth, driving in sophomore center
fielder Amber DePasquale and seniorfirstbaseman Beth Bennett.
"It felt awesome to finally connect with a ball," McMillon said. "I just

wanted to keep running, it felt great."
Those two runs provided the win for the Lady Flames,
setting the stage for the entire weekend. Come from
behind wins, but more importantly, production from
the entire lineup were on the menu for Charleston
Southern.
With Smith out, Ellis was called upon to pitch the final
two games of the crucial series. She proved more than
up to the task, allowing only two runs in each game and
picking up two more wins, moving her record to 8-14 on
the season.
"I'm just glad that the team came out and got three
wins," Ellis said. "Whether I get them or not doesn't
really matter to me. It was so clutch after getting swept by Winthrop last
weekend, and hopefully it will keep going."
Liberty was not lacking in offense during thefinaltwo contests, as they
would rack up 10 hits in game two, and 11 hits in game three. Freshman
shortstop Kelly Strickland, sophomore designated player Ashley
Bensinger and Bennett all collected home runs in the series.
Bennett led the Lady Flames over the weekend, going 5-for-8 with
three RBI's and two runs scored. Strickland was 4-8 with two runs scored
and one RBI. McMillon, Bensinger and freshman right fielder Kaylee
West all recorded multi-hit games as well. Eight of the nine starters for
Liberty had atleast two hits over the series
"We did well. We hit the ball hard" Bennett said. "It feels good that our
girls are not going to give up. Something happened up at UVa, and we just
came out of our shell, and now we are just running with it."
"The key is, we got production from our seven, eight and nine hitters,"
Wetmore said. "One through six have been doing well, and our bottom
three really stepped up this series. That was the key."
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Liberty lost two games earlier in the week to UVa, both come from
behind wins for the Cavaliers. Liberty collected 18 hits over the two
games and only lost by one run each game.
But even after a sweep of the conference leaders, Liberty is not out of
the woods yet. There is still a question of whether or not Smith will be
able to pitch.
<
"We hope that she will be able to go for the'Gardner Webb series,"
Wetmore said. "If she can't, we have no idea what we are going to do. We
cant pitch Sarah (Ellis) every day, especially during conference play."
Liberty does have two freshmen who could spell Ellis, or split Smith's
shift if she is unable to pitch for an extended amount of time.
"We really have no idea," Wetmore said, "(Smith) is a great kid, and
right now we are just trusting in God to work everything out."
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Continued from B1
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In women's basketball, chemtstry i
key.
"Chit strength was our chemistry wo
relied on each other on and oil the court
tenior Megan I razee said. "You can
all the athletes and talent if] the world,
but if they don't get along, they re not
communicating and not playing well with
each other, then they're not going to be

successful."
Ihe I arly Flames needed that chemistry
to escape a 3-7 start to the season, which
was plagued with injuries, to finish 249- That adversity allowed the team to be
successful tor the remainder of the year and
enabled Liberty to grow together as a team
according to ( oach l "arey (Ircen, who has
been the staple of the Lady Flames lor the
past 10 years.
After the 3-7 start, Liberty began to get
healthy and Frazee returned to the lineup
from an ankle ailment that sidelined her
for eight games. Her arrival sparked a 23-2
run that led to a Big South Championship
and a trip to Baton Rouge for the-NCAA
Tournament.
The NCAA Selection Committee gave
Liberty a No. 14 seed, and slotted them
against No. 3 Louisville. Both teams felt
disrespected with the seeding.
"What I'm disappointed and disgruntled
with was that I didn't think Louisville or
Liberty was given a true evaluation in seeding.
I thought we were better, and I thought they
were better," Green said.
Liberty lost to Louisville 62-42 and was
haunted with 27 turnovers. The Lady Flames
averaged more than 20 per game.
"We weren't able to control our emotions and
make good decisions which consequently took
away from good offensive execution,'
said.
Along with chemistry, Liberty relied on
rebounding and defense for success. The
Lady Flames. finished second in the nation i:
rebounding.
"Our strengths were communication anchemistry, and the ability to rebound and defend,"
Green said.
Major awards for the Lady Flames include Big
South Player ofthe year for Megan Frazee, and Coach
of the Year for Green.
After graduating seven seniors, including the Frazee's
and Rachel Hammond, the Lady Flames will never be
the same.
"You can never replace the individuals. You just build
a different team," Green said.
Contact Jordan LoSasso at
jlosasso@liberty.edu.
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I AXEL CERNY, SPORTS REPORTER |

In a season that will most likely tally up near 60
games, streaks become essential in college baseball.
Teams battle into the heat of summer, after their classmates have graduated or retreated home for a three
month haitus, to ride out win streaks as long as possible and cut short the losing skids that are certain to
come.
Fortunately for the Liberty Flames this year, their
experiences with streaks have been much more on
the winning side than the losing. After rattling oft
nine straight victories entering last Monday's contest,
though, the Flames cooled oft to lose three straight to
open up this week. However, like a successful baseball
team should, they bounced back quickly, winning
their weekend series against Big South Conference foe
Virginia Military Institute (VMI) this past weekend.
The Flames ball club suffered a loss on Tuesday, as
they took their game to Norfolk, Va. to battle the 8-15
Monarchs of Old Dominion. Junior center fielder
Curran Redal put the Flames in front 1-0 with an
RBI single in the top of the third, but Old Dominion
stole back the advantage for good in the bottom of the
fourth on a single from Monarch third baseman Jake
McAloose and a home run only two batters later oft
the bat of first baseman Joe Velleggia. Senior starter
Cody Brown suffered the loss for Liberty despite pitching five strong innings, dropping his personal record to
1 -1 on the season, while Monarch starter Chris Boggs
picked up the win to move to 2-0.

Liberty was in Farmville, Va. on Thursday, for a visit
with the Longwood Lancers. Once again, the Flames
jumped to a 3-1 lead early, courtesy of a fielder's
choice, a wild pitch and an RBI single by freshman
first baseman Trey Wimmer, but their lead would not
hold. The Lancers scored four runs on four hits in
the fourth, including a three-run double off the bat of
shortstop Scott Kimble. Longwood would add a run
in the fifth and seventh inning to finish with a 7-3 win
over Liberty. Flames' senior Tyler Light suffered the
loss to fall to 1 -2 on the year, while Mike Montgomery
grabbed the win in relief to move the Lancers 16-9.
Friday night, the Flames opened up a three-game
weekend series at Gray/Minor stadium in Lexington
against Big South rival VMI. VMI entered the series
5-3 in the conference and 11-15 overall.
The first contest of the three-game set on Friday
night was all Keydets, but early on, Liberty once again
jumped out to an early lead 1-0 lead in the first as
shortstop Matt Williams led off the game with a triple
and was plated moments later by a single off the bat
ofRedal.
VMI countered in the bottom half of the first with
two runs of their own and by the fourth inning held
an 11-1 advantage mostly thanks to four RBIs on a
triple and home run off the bat of Alex Haitsuka. The
Flames would slowly chip away at the lead throughout
the remaining innings, but the VMI offense was too
much in game one as the Keydets finished the game

with a 13-6 advantage.
Stevan Evans took the loss for Liberty, moving to
4-1, while VMI hurler Travis Smink got the win running his record to 4-2.
The good news for this week is that the three-game
losing skid stopped there. In game two of the Flames'
series in Lexington, Liberty sent all nine of their players to the plate in the second inning which resulted in
a 4-0 lead thanks to a.pair of two-run doubles off the
bats of Williams and senior catcher Errol Hollinger.
Liberty added one more run two innings later, but
the VMI batsfinallycame alive in the fourth inning as
well, as they pushed across four runs, three of which
came off the bat of Haitsuka, who was a force all series
long against Liberty. The Flames would not give up
the lead in this contest though, as Curran Redal ripped
two clutch singles in the sixth and eighth innings to
bring home four runs total and give Liberty the nine
runs that they needed to pull out the win.
A home run in the bottom of the ninth from first
baseman Jordan Ballard cut VMI's deficit to 9-7, but
Flames' reliever Andrew Wilson shut things down for
hisfirstsave of the season. Junior starter Shawn Teufel
tossed for six frames, picking up the win to move to
4-1 on the season, while VMI right-hander Chris
Henderson, fell to 2-3.
The Flames clinched the weekend series against
VMI on a gorgeous Sunday afternoon that seemed
made for baseball.

VMI scored the first run of the game in the second
inning, after Ballard doubled and came around to
score on a fielder's choice and a double play. In the
fourth inning, Liberty freshman third baseman Tyler
Bream belted a solo-shot to left to tie things back up.
Liberty would tally two more runs in the seventh
on two hits as Redal and Doug Bream came around
to score on a fielders choice and a wild pitch, and put
one more run across on an error in the eighth to make
it4-l.
The error would prove costly as VMI would fall
just short, scoring two runs in eighth before Carter
Browning came in to grab his third save of the season
in the ninth. Andrew Wilson picked up the win for the
flames, moving to 4-1, while Matt Edwards suffered
the loss for the Keydets, falling to 2-2.
Finding themselves back on the winning road, the
Liberty Flames now stand at 21-8 on the season and
9-2 in the Big South Conference, good for first place.
Liberty will close out their road trip this week with
games on Tuesday and Wednesday at William & Mary
and George Mason, respectively. The Flames then return home to host a series against UNC-Asheville this
coming weekend.
Contact Axel Cerny at
axelcerny@gmail.com.

New season brings new hope For baseball Fans
ITHOMAS LOURDEAU, ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR I

A few days ago, the calendar officially
turned from thedog days ofMarch to April,
which, for sports fans around the country,
means yet another year ofhope, unrealistic
optimism and lofty expectations.
Baseball fans are unlike that of any
other major American sport, as they pay
no mind to the objections and disputes of
the average viewer. While acknowledging
that baseball is a six-month marathon
with 162 games of gut-busting tension,
any fan who has followed the sport for a
number ofyears knows that one error, one
hanging curveball or one whiff of the bat
can mean the difference between success
and failure.
With this in mind, there is reason to
believe that the 2009 Major League
Baseball season will be one to remember.

In previous years, the list of legitimate
contenders in the Majors could be
whittled down to four. However, as we
look forward to 2009, there are as many as
10 teams (approximately one third of the
league) with viable hope for playing in the
Fall Classic.
The New York Yankees were this offseason's biggest spenders, pouring a
surplus of $440 million into what they
hope will turn into a pair of star pitchers
(CC Sabathia and A.J. Burnett) and a
first baseman (Mark Texiera) capable of
launching the ball into the seats of any
ballpark. However, missing the playoffs
for the first time this decade has put firstyear manager Joe Girardi and his team
under fire, and the steroid scandal and
subsequent injury of Alex Rodriguez has

suddenly brought this offensive juggernaut
into question. Will the Yankees be able
to climb the mountain to the American
League (AL) East crown in what is sure to
be a difficult division?
The Boston Red Sox continue to look
like the cream of the crop in the AL on
paper, but an aging offense might derail
their hopes of building a Boston dynasty.
David Ortiz is an aging slugger, and Mike
Lowell's production remains a wild card.
How much production these two manage
in the season may have a direct impact
on Red Sox Nation's hopes of another
championship.
Let's not forget the American League
Champion Tampa Bay Rays, who have a
payroll that is approximately equal to the
team's portion ofbaseball's revenue sharing
plan ($30 million). The
Rays figure to be even
better as their young
rotation gained invaluable
experience through last
season's playoff run. Carl
Crawford also turned in
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his worst season since his rookie year, and
star third baseman Evan Longoria missed
nearly 60 games due to injury. Despite
the big wallets of the other teams in the
division, it's hard to look at the Rays as
anything but the favorite.
The National League (NL) East is just
as deep with the reigning World Series
Champion Phillies primed to repeat.
Chase Utley turned in a monster 2008,
while 2007 MVP Jimmy Rollins will look
to avoid injury to return to form in 2009.
The Phillies boast a young rotation with
high upside, but Cole Hamels, the most
important piece, has had injury troubles
this spring that has thus far hindered his
plans to begin 2009 in top form. Regardless,
the Phillies have the experience and talent
to expect an October bid.
However, a bolstered bullpen by NL
East division foe New York Mets should
make the race for the crown even tighter
than in seasons past. The Mets appear
wiser for • having gone through two
consecutive late-season collapses, adding
J.J. Putz and Franscisco Rodriguez as
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anchors in the bullpen. Couple that with a
host of elite offensive players in the prime
of their career and there is potential for a
run season in New York.
While the Chicago Cubs look like the
class of the NL Central for the third year
in a row, the St. Louis Cardinals appear
dangerous thanks to the resurgence of
Chris Carpenter, who is looking to get
back the swagger that won him the 2005
Cy Young award after several injuryriddled seasons.
The Cubs have more than a 101-year
curse to contend with. Their quest for
a championship begins in their own
division, as the Milwaukee Brewers will
hope to use a host of young sluggers to
capture a second consecutive postseason
berth. To do it, though, they'll have to
navigate .through the tough NL lineups
without the aforementioned Sabathia,
who all but willed the team to the playoffs
a year ago.
The Los Angeles Dodgers might be on
the other side of the country from the rest
ofthese teams, but they are right in the heart
of the discussion. Manny Ramirez,
who engineered his departure
from Boston, and into the hearts of
Dodger fans, has been on a tear that
has carried over into spring training.
How he goes, so the Dodgers go as
they find themselves once again in
the World Series discussion.
Of course, F would be remised if I
did not include the highly contested
AL Central, who could possibly*
boast the deepest assortment ott
teams in any divisioa The Chicago'
White Sox, Cleveland Indians,
Minnesota Twins and Detroit
Tigers can all make a case for
playing in October, and the Kansas
City Royals have begun what could
be a climb to the top of the di i
While no team in the division may
turn in a regular season record*,
totaling 90 wins, it is safe to say that,
every team will be in contentionlate into the season.
J hese division racesbringapanty
not found in any other spun
fans of any club reasonfi
as the heartbreak of a season lost
transforms into the eternal hope of
what is to come,
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Timothy Mattingly
OPINION EDITOR
Chalk-stainedfingerswearily cling to a wall, vertically sprawling above
its would-be climber. Various handgrips litter the upward landscape, acting as both aid and challenger. The victorious "top out," while the defeated quite literally fall short of their goals.
,
Thus, rope is a man's (and a woman's) best friend at Rise Up Climbing,
1225 Church Street, in downtown Lynchburg. Once these "life-lines"
remove certain paralysis and death from the equation, a climber's second
best friend at Rise Up is Dan Hague, who made this unique climbing
experience possible.
"My hope is to provide afitnessand recreation alternative by creating a
vibrant climbing community in Lynchburg," Hague said.
As well as being the Chairman of the Climbing Wall Association's Operational Standards Committee, Hague has over 35 years of rock climbing and 13 years of instructional experience. In 1993, he established
Sportrock Climbing Centers in Washington, D.C and in 11 years transformed it into the "east-coasts largest climbing company," according to
the Climbing Wall Management Web site.
Hague left Sportrock Climbing and moved to Lynchburg in 2004.
'As Mother Teresa advised someone once, I grew where I was planted,"
Hague said
And Rise Up has grown as well. It took a year for Hague to find the
location in Lynchburg to plant his new climbing gym, he said. Once located, construction continued for a year and a half, until Rise Up finally
opened its doors on Sept. 27,2008.
Already it has surpassing its growth goals despite the nation being in
a recession, according to Hague. A portion of that growth comes in the
form of Liberty students, such as freshman Taryn Epperson and junior
Moses Champoonote.
"Rise up is a very social place where climbers meet not only to practice
their sport but also to share the experience with other," Hague said.
At the gym, Epperson, a climber of seven years, met and became
friends with Champoonote who just started climbing five months ago,
when he joined Rise Up. Now they both attend the gym an average of
five days a week, going for hours at a time, while taking on some of Rise
Up's more difficult climbing challenges.
One such challenge comes in the form of bouldering, which involves
short distance but high intensity, harness-free climbing. The physically
challenging boulder routes are called "probjems," which, for Epperson,
provide more than just a good workout. For her, problems are a way of
dealing with life's problems.
"I just find it awesome, how I can work on things in my life through
bouldering problems," Epperson said.
And while Champoonote says he generally goes to the gym for the
"intense challenge" and social environment, he also utilizes the various
styles of climbing offered at Rise Up to help himself relax.

"Rock climbing is my
way out," he said. "A way
to free myself from all th
commotion and drama ol
lifeOther forms of climbing at the gym include
top rope climbing, where
previously placed ropes
dangle from above for
individuals to tie into.
After securing a figureeight knot, climbers can
ascend the wall with the
assistance of a belayer
— the individual who
controls the slack and
tension on the rope.
For more advanced
climbers, lead climbing is an option. This
style puts an individual's rope in his own
hands when he scales .
the wall, clipping into
anchors as he goes, as 1
someone else belays
from below.
"Leading
allows
you to attempt the
steepest of climbs
which cannot be top
roped and is the truest type of ascent," states the
Web site, riseur3climbing.com.
Being able to practice this "truest form" requires training class, which
are provided at. the gym. While leading is one of the more advanced
classes offered at Rise Up, there are also educational offerings for beginners and even kids. Climbing without proper training is dangerous, as
Hague explains.
"Rise up is a training and practice facility for climbers and not an amusement," he said. "We do, however, offer a number ofprograms designed to
help non-climbers acquire the skills necessary to use our facility."
Through such training classes, new climbers are encouraged to come
in Rise Up, get on the wall and attain their climbinggoals. But the ultimate
goal does not rest in an indoor gym, Epperson explains — the ultimate
goal is outdoor climbing on real rocks. With the lead climbing class at

Rise Up under their belts, both Epperson and Champoonote went
on a weekend camping trip, putting their skills to the test on the rocks at
the New River Gorge Mountain in Summersville, W Va.
"Rock climbing is a physical and mental challenge that builds strength
and endurance, mental agility and toughness, and engenders trust and
camaraderie among the participants," Hague said. Above all, climbing is
fun, and why not enjoy your physical activity?"

Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.

Hair mfetal and Eecl&siastfes
c a m p u s c h u r c h music session
Emily DeFosse
LIFE! REPORTER
"That doesn't sound like the praise band," senior Beth Lee said as she
entered the Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) sanctuary for what
she thought would be a typical Wednesday night Campus Church service.
Instead of David McKinney and the rest of the praise band, Lee heard
D.O.G.S. of Pray, a Christian gothic rock band, or as President of Liberty Theological Seminary Dr. Ergun Caner refers to them, a "hair metal"
band.
The band is comprised of Bobbi and Eddie Folk, Doug Zirk, Tom
Meadows and Eric Walter.
Eddie Folk said the band's history began years ago when the members
all played for various secular bands out west. The original band was made
up of different members but that group fell apart, paving the way for the
group that is currently together.
The band was excited tofinallyhave the opportunity to play at Liberty.
"Everybody's heard of Liberty so we knew a lot about Liberty and we
also knew that we're different than most bands that come here," Folk said.
"We thought we could make an impact and show people that you can be
Christian and still be crazy like we are."
Bobbi loved the crowd ot students who were expecting a normal church

service. Some students left, but many remained for the entire night to enjoy the unique and unexpected concert.
"(The students) were having fun and relaxing and listening to the music
and getting the lyrics at the same time," Bobbi said. "Sometimes you just
have to let your hair down and have fun. It's okay to do that as a Christian."
The concert was not without a point, however. Whether Caner is shaving his beard on-stage or allowing himself to be shocked with a taser gun,
there is always a reason behind his unconventional tactics.
Caner's sermon revolved around the phrase in Ecclesiastes 10:1, "A
dead fly gives perfume a bad smell."
Caner reversed the connotation ot the phrase to say that one Christian
can make a positive difference. He shared a story about street evangelism
on Bourbon Street in New Orleans during Halloween.
He felt sorry for himself because he was unable to get through to anyone but then he saw one man playing Christian music on the side of the
street with a box full of gospel tracts and New Testaments.
Caner found out the man played on the street three nights a week and
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he persevered despite the fact that he was not wanted there.
Caner continued the sermon by quoting Salvation Army founder William Booth who believed that Christians should stand just outside the
gates of Hell.
Christians should not be hiding in churches and trying to pull away
from the world, according to Caner. Instead, Christians should be out on
the front lines sharing the gospel in places no one else is willing or able
to go.
>
D.O.G.S. of Pray is a group o( Christians who take the gospel to the
front lines by playing in venues that typical Christian music artists could
never get into.
"Our mission is really to get into places with our look and our style ot
music and really touch a lot of people for the sake of the Lord," Eddie Folk
said. "We just hope they feed oft the music to get the message."
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: Champion: What are your 4
I favorite bands?
Rinehart: Probably my first }
major influence in: trying to •
I write were the Black Crowes ^— I
it was all t n i ^ ^ p f roots rock
:• -'stuff,-1- I liked a lot of soulful^;
sounds and Otis Redding. My j
H ^ ^ ^ t w a s a big fan of British S
^^^^^^112 kind of vibe. Our |
^^^ffler's a straight up rocker,.'''
^^^^pskjam and that era. It ,
i'afl. cbmes together, to form:'!-,
^^^^ffiiigvunique,, something
^^Mr&ets .people.
Champion: Do you. have
I any advice for students' who •
»;iwa&|tbjget into the music
industry?
Rinehart: Well, it depends on
; what area you waht'to;get into, :,
gput fcirus the key has just been |
stiekipg together. Thefirstfewr i
fi$elre||re?^re .doing this, we
^
* 1978 GMC gyp>y;l*
^ ^ ^ K h no air conditioning, I
traveling through -Florida and
-breaking down all the time.
•; surprisingly' differsmt.'..-.. :.Ml;'the sort of classic stories.:
^ ^ ^ ^ r i u c h everyone around
^^^teught we were crazy to
^pe»n'doing it. I think it made ,.
^ ^ ^ p t stronger, and built us !
':• into who we are) and I'm really j |
proud of that.
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